We’re Hiring
Position: Dynamics CRM Consultant
Fieldpoint is growing its CRM practice. We are looking for the right person who has the technical skillset
for CRM project implementations and the charisma to build lasting relationships with our clients. The
candidate will need to have experience in implementing and configuring Dynamics CRM, SQL server and
workflow processes for our customers.
Responsibilities Include:









Identifying software gaps and suggesting alternatives
Able to identify risk factors and provide alternatives to mitigate those factors
Write development specifications
Test modifications and resolve any issues that arise
Execute assigned tasks within a project environment
Provide training and knowledge transfer to clients
Ensuring customer success and high satisfaction ratings
Willingness to travel based on customer requirements

Requirements:




Four-year college diploma or university degree in business, systems design, project
management or marketing
Microsoft Dynamics CRM certification an asset
Experience with Microsoft GP or any other ERP package.

This is an excellent opportunity for an ambitious, career-oriented individual who wishes to be part of a
dynamic and highly successful organization. We offer competitive compensation, bonus opportunities
and benefits as well as exceptional career growth potential.

About Fieldpoint:
Fieldpoint Service Applications Inc. is a best-of-breed service management solutions provider for the
professional services and field service industries. As a certified CFMP Microsoft Dynamics partner we
implement cloud and on-premise CRM with software extensions specific to project management and
field service operations.
Location: Oakville/Mississauga border – Avoid the city commute.
Please forward your resume, in confidence, to careers@alertsoftware.com to be considered for this
current vacancy. In the subject line please write “Interested in Joining your CRM Practice”. While we
thank all candidates for their interest, only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
Please visit our website http://www.fieldpoint.net to learn more about Fieldpoint and our Microsoft
Dynamics CRM services and solutions.
We would love to hear from you!

